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Just Listed

ANANDA Rainforest Estate is a rare gem offering a harmonious balance of sustainability and natural beauty. It’s an

opportunity to own a piece of paradise in which you will discover an exceptional lifestyle and wellness experience.

Embark on a journey of discovery amidst the pristine rainforest trails of this retreat property, where each step unveils a

new facet of the timeless beauty of the Currumbin Valley. Escape to serenity at Ananda. This picturesque property offers

a unique opportunity to own a stunning lifestyle retreat nestled in the heart of nature. With its peaceful surroundings and

breathtaking views, this is truly a haven for those seeking tranquillity and privacy.The Rainforest: With over 19 acres of

land, Ananda offers you endless hours of peaceful walks, meditation, sights and exploration. Natural waterfalls, trees

from all around the world, birds chirping and picturesque moments; you’ll never want to leave. The property has had over

50 years of design making the experience like none other. The paths throughout the property showcase a multitude of

different experiences. From over 15 types of Bamboo, ponds to sit and relax, palm trees originating from Brazil - the list is

endless. One meditation area has large rocks with ‘crows nest’ plants growing in them, with banana trees surrounding it -

this has to be one of the most peaceful places I have ever been. The rainforest is truly one to experience first-hand, as

words can only scratch the surface of how breathtakingly beautiful this property is. The Main House: This charming

award-winning house boasts a spacious and open floor plan, perfect for entertaining family and friends. The living areas

are bathed in natural light, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere. The main floor offers multiple rooms and areas to

enjoy, the upstairs ‘nook’ area suiting most perfectly to sit quietly and read, with the soft brushing tones of the wind

passing through the forest providing a calming ambience. The outdoor space is equally impressive, with a large deck and

expansive garden where you can relax and enjoy the beauty of the surrounding landscape. With beautiful views of the

Cougals, Springbank National Park and Mount Tallebudgera, the breathtaking views are yours to enjoy, unobstructed.

Every hour of the day provides a different light and a new experience; a storm approaching is an exciting sight to

behold!Downstairs, you have a 2nd living quarters with a separate kitchen and more accommodation. This could work

great for multi-generational families as it provides separation between the two floors. Alternatively, utilise the full size of

the home with its expansive floorplan offering. The “Treehouse”A second residence stands as a beacon of rustic charm,

captivating guests from around the globe. Listed on Airbnb, this enchanting retreat embodies the essence of elevated

living, offering a seamless blend of modern comfort and natural splendour. With its breathtaking views of rolling hills and

verdant rainforests, The Treehouse provides an idyllic escape for those seeking serenity and seclusion. The stonework,

woodwork and unique design allow for an ultimate escape, with indoor and outdoor entertaining, this is the best getaway.

You can see why it's so popular on Airbnb! With thousands of stays, many positive reviews and returning customers, this

truly is a testament to its purpose of being away in nature; pure relaxation and escapism. The location: Located in the

sought-after Currumbin Valley, this property is surrounded by lush greenery and offers a peaceful lifestyle away from the

hustle and bustle of the city. Yet, it is still close to local amenities, schools, and shops, ensuring you have everything you

need within reach.Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to own your own piece of paradise. Contact Jacob or Will

today to arrange a private inspection and experience the tranquillity and beauty of 658 Tomewin Mountain Road,

Currumbin Valley. Your dream retreat awaits!Disclaimer: In preparing this information Phillis Real Estate has used its

best endeavours to ensure that the information contained herein is true and accurate but accepts no responsibility and

disclaims all liability in respect of any errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or mistakes.


